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THE ARMIES 

In order to play, you must first muster 

your army from the miniatures in your 

collection. Armies can be as big as you 

like, and you and your opponent decide 

on how many warscrolls worth of 

models you are going to take. The more 

units you decide to use, the longer the 

game will last and the more exciting it 

will be! Typically a game is played with 

5-10 warscrolls and lasts a few hours. 

WARSCROLLS & UNITS 

All models are described by warscrolls, 

which provide all of the rules for using 

them in the game. You will need 

warscrolls for the models you want to 

use. 

Models fight in units. A unit can have 

one or more models, but cannot include 

models that use different warscrolls. A 

unit must be set up and finish any sort 

of move as a single group of models, 

with all models within 1” of at least one 

other model from the unit. If anything 

causes a unit to become split up during 

a battle, it must reform the next time 

that it moves. 

TOOLS OF WAR 

In order to fight a battle you will require 

a tape measure and some dice. 

Distances in Warhammer: Page of 

Sigmar are measured in inches (“), 

between the closest point of the 

model’s bases or units you’re 

measuring from. You can measure 

distances whenever you wish. 

Warhammer: Page of Sigmar uses six-

sided dice (sometimes abbreviated to 

D6). If a rule requires you to roll a D3, 

roll a dice and halve the total, rounding 

fractions up. Some rules allow you to 

re-roll a dice roll, which means you get 

to roll some or all of the dice again. You 

can never re-roll a dice more than once, 

and re-rolls happen before modifiers to 

the roll (if any) are applied. 

 

THE BATTLEFIELD 

Battles in Warhammer: Page of Sigmar 

are fought across an infinite variety of 

exciting landscapes in the Mortal 

Realms, from desolate volcanic plains 

and treacherous sky temples, to lush 

jungles and cyclopean ruins. The 

dominion of Chaos is all-pervading, and 

no land is left untouched by the blight 

war. These wildly fantastical landscapes 

are recreated whenever you play a 

game of Warhammer: Page of Sigmar. 

The table and scenery you use 

constitute your battlefield. A battlefield 

can be any flat surface upon which the 

models can stand – for example a dining 

table or the floor – and may be 4’x4’ or 

bigger. 

First you should decide in which of the 

seven Mortal Realms the battle will take 

place. For example, you might decide 

that your battle will take place in the 

Realm of Fire. Sometimes you’ll need to 

know this in order to use certain 

abilities. If you can’t agree on the realm, 

roll a dice, and whoever rolls highest 

decides [NEEDS REVISION]. 

The best battles are fought over lavishly 

designer and constructed landscapes, 

but whether you have a lot of scenery 

or only a small number of features 

doesn’t matter! A good guide is at least 

1 feature for every 2’x2’, but less is okay 

and more can make for a really 

interesting battle. 

To help you decide what type of 

scenery to place, you can choose to roll 

two dice and add them together for 

each 2’x2’ area on the battlefield and 

consult the following table: 

Roll Terrain Feature 
2-3 Dangerous Terrain. 
4-5 Elevation. 
6-8 Impassable Terrain. 

9-10 Forest. 
11-12 Difficult Terrain. 
 

 

 

FANTASTIC LANDSCAPES 

The landscapes of the Mortal Realms 

can both aid and hinder your warriors. 

Unless stated otherwise, a modal can 

be moved across scenery but not 

through it (so you can’t move through a 

solid wall, or pass through a tree, but 

can choose to have a model climb up or 

over them). In addition there are 

various types of scenery you can use: 

Open Ground: Everything from dusty 

plains to paved roads is open ground. 

Any areas not specifically classed as 

type of terrain is considered to be open 

ground. No additional rules are needed. 

Impassable Terrain: Buildings, 

mountains, walls and other 

unbreachable environs are impassable 

terrain. Models may not enter, cross or 

shoot through impassable terrain. 

Difficult Terrain: Difficult terrain such 

as areas of rubble, woods, mud and 

shallow water slows down models 

wishing to move through it. Models 

moving through difficult terrain halve 

their movement. 

Forests: Areas of woods, jungle and the 

like count as forests. Forests always 

count as difficult terrain and models 

within them count as being in cover.  

Elevation: Hills, rooftops and other 

elevated terrain all count as elevation. 

Models shooting from at enemies from 

higher elevation add 1 to all to hit rolls. 

Dangerous Terrain: Some terrain 

features are potentially lethal such as 

carnivorous jungles, erupting geysers 

and the like. Models moving through it 

must roll one die, on a roll of 1 the 

model is slain. 
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THE BATTLE BEGINS 

You are now ready for the battle to 

begin, but before it does you must set 

up your armies and objectives for the 

coming conflict. 

OBJECTIVES SET-UP 

In Warhammer: Page of Sigmar glorious 

battles are fought over control of 

strategic objectives. To set up 

objectives first roll a D3 and add 2 to its 

result to determine how many are going 

to be used. Objectives can be anything 

from treasure chests to sacred relics. 

Next both players roll a dice, rolling 

again in the case of a tie. The players 

then alternate setting up objectives, 

one at a time, starting with the player 

that won the earlier dice roll. Objectives 

must be set up at least 12” from the 

battlefield’s edge, and at least 9” from 

other objectives. 

ARMY SET-UP 

Before setting up their armies, both 

players roll a dice, rolling again in the 

case of a tie. The player that rolls higher 

must divide the battlefield into two 

equal-sized halves; their opponent then 

picks on half to be their territory. 

The players then alternate setting up 

units, one at a time, starting with the 

player that won the earlier dice roll. 

Models must be set up in their own 

territory, more than 12” from the 

enemy territory. 

When the players have finished, set-up 

is complete. The player that finishes 

setting up first always chooses who 

takes the first turn in the first battle 

round. 

THE GENERAL 

Once you have finished setting up all of 

your units, nominate one of the models 

you set up as your general. Your general 

has a command ability, as described in 

the rules for the hero phase opposite. 

 

MAJOR VICTORY 

In the Mortal Realms battles are brutal 

and uncompromising – sometimes 

fought to the bitter end. 

If by the end of round 5 one side has 

been completely destroyed and has no 

more models left on the field of battle, 

then the other side claims a major 

victor and the honours and triumphs 

that are due to them, while the 

defeated must repair to their lair to lick 

their wounds and bear the shame of 

failure. 

MINOR VICTORY 

If by the end of round 5 neither side has 

been completely destroyed, then a 

result of sorts can be assessed by seeing 

which side is controlling the majority of 

the objectives. 

Units that are within 3” of an objective 

whilst no enemy units are within 3” of 

that same objective count as controlling 

it. The side that controls the majority of 

the objectives by the end of round 5 

claims a minor victory, else the game is 

tied and neither side is victorious. 

CAMPAIGN GAMES 

Sometimes players may want to play 

several connected games to create an 

epic campaign of battle. 

When playing a campaign you and your 

opponent decide on how many game 

you want to play. Usually a campaign is 

played over the course of 3-5 games. 

If a player achieves a major victory he 

gets 2 points, and if he achieves a minor 

victory he gets 1 point. Whoever has 

most points at the end of the last game 

wings the campaign. 

Additionally if a player lost in its 

previous battle, roll a dice and look up 

the result on the fate table to the right. 

The result of this roll is applied until the 

end of the current game. 

 

 

THE FATE TABLE 

Roll Fate 
1-2 Blessed: You can change the 

result of a single dice to the 
result of your choosing once 
during the battle. 

3-5 Inspired: You can re-roll all of 
the failed hit rolls for one unit 
in your army in one combat 
phase. 

5-6 Empowered: Add 1 to your 
general’s wound characteristic. 

 

BATTLE ROUNDS 

Warhammer: Page of Sigmar is played 

in a series of battle rounds, each of 

which is split into two turns – one for 

each player. At the start of each battle 

round, both players roll a dice, rolling 

again in the case of a tie. The player 

that rolls highest decides who takes the 

first turn in that battle round. Each turn 

consists of the following phases: 

1. Hero Phase 

2. Movement Phase 

3. Shooting Phase 

4. Charge Phase 

5. Combat Phase 

Once the first player has finished their 

turn, the second player takes theirs. 

Once the second player has also 

finished, the battle round is over and a 

new one begins. 

PRE-BATTLE ABILITIES 

Some warscrolls allow you to use an 

ability “after set-up is complete”. These 

abilities are used before the first battle 

round. If both armies have abilities like 

this, both players roll a dice, re-rolling in 

the case of a tie. The player that rolls 

highest gets to use their abilities first, 

followed by their opponent. 
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HERO PHASE 

In your hero phase you can use the 

wizards in your army to cast spells (see 

the rules for wizards on the last page of 

the rules). 

In addition, other units in your army 

may have abilities on their warscrolls 

that can be used in the hero phase. 

Generally, these can only be used in 

your own hero phase. However, if an 

ability says it can be used in every hero 

phase, then it can be used in your 

opponent’s hero phase as well as your 

own. If both players can use abilities in 

a hero phase, the player whose turn it is 

gets to use all of theirs first. 

COMMAND ABILITY 

In your hero phase, your general can 

use one command ability. All generals 

have the Inspiring Presence command 

ability, and some may have more on 

their warscroll. 

Inspiring Presence: Pick a unit from 

your army that is within 12” of your 

general. The unit that you pick does not 

have to take battleshock tests until your 

next hero phase. 

MOVEMENT PHASE 

Start your movement phase by picking 

one of your units and moving each 

model in that unit until you’ve moved 

all the models you want to. You can 

then pick another unit to move, until 

you have moved as many of your units 

as you wish. No model can be moved 

more than once in each movement 

phase. 

MOVING 

A model can be moved in any direction, 

to a distance in inches equal to or less 

than the Move characteristic on its 

warscroll. It can be moved vertically in 

order to climb or cross scenery, but 

cannot be moved across other models. 

No part of the model’s base may move 

further than the model’s Move 

characteristic. 

ENEMY MODELS 

When you move a model in the 

movement phase, you may not move 

within 3” of any enemy models. Models 

from your army are friendly models, 

and models from the opposing army are 

enemy models. 

Units starting the movement phase 

within 3” of an enemy unit can either 

remain stationary or retreat. If you 

choose to retreat, the unit must end its 

move more than 3” away from all 

enemy units. If a unit retreats, then it 

can’t shoot or charge later that turn 

(see below). 

RUNNING 

When you pick a unit to move in the 

movement phase, you can declare that 

it will run. Roll two dice and add the 

highest result to the Move 

characteristic of all models in the 

movement for the movement phase. A 

unit that runs can’t shoot or charge 

later that turn. 

FLYING 

If the warscroll for a model says that 

the model can fly, it can pass across 

models and scenery as if they were not 

there. It still may not finish the move 

within 3” of an enemy in the movement 

phase, and if it is already within 3” of an 

enemy it can only retreat or remain 

stationary. 

SHOOTING PHASE 

In your shooting phase you can shoot 

with models armed with missile 

weapons. 

Pick one of your units. You may not pick 

a unit that ran or retreated this turn. 

Each model in the unit attacks with all 

of the missile weapons it is armed with 

(see Attacking). After all of the models 

in the unit have shot, you can choose 

another unit to shoot with, until all 

units that can shoot have done so. 

 

 

CHARGE PHASE 

Any of your units within 12” of the 

enemy in your charge phase can make a 

charge move. Pick an eligible unit and 

roll two dice. Each model in the unit can 

move this number in inches to get as 

close as possible to that enemy. You 

may not pick a unit that ran or 

retreated this turn, nor one that is 

within 3” of the enemy. 

The first model you move must finish 

within 1” of an enemy model. If that’s 

impossible, the charge has failed and no 

models in the charging unit can move in 

this phase. Once you’ve moved all the 

models in the unit, you can pick another 

eligible unit to make a charge, until all 

units that can charge have done so. 

COMBAT PHASE 

Any unit that has charged or has models 

within 3” of an enemy unit can attack 

with its melee weapons in the combat 

phase. 

The player whose turn it is picks a unit 

to attack with, then the opponent must 

attack with the target unit, and so on 

until all eligible units on both sides have 

attacked once each. No unit can be 

selected to attack more than once in 

each combat phase. An attack is split 

into three steps: first the unit piles in, 

then you make attacks with the models 

in the unit, and then you take 

battleshock tests. 

Step 1: When you pile in, you must 

move each model in the unit up to 3” 

toward the closest enemy model. 

Step 2: Each model in the unit attacks 

with all of the melee weapons it is 

armed with (see Attacking). 

Step 3: After both units have attacked 

the players must take tests for units 

that have had models slain. Roll a dice 

and add the number of models that 

have been slain in melee. For each point 

by which the total exceeds the highest 

Bravery characteristic in the unit, one 

model from that unit flees and is 

removed from play. 
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ATTACKING 

When a unit attacks, you must first pick 

the target units for the attacks that the 

models in the unit will make, then make 

all of the attacks, and finally inflict any 

resulting damage on the target units. 

The number of attacks a model can 

make is determined by the weapons 

that it is armed with. The weapon 

options a model has are listed in its 

description on its warscroll. Missile 

weapons can be used in the shooting 

phase, and melee weapons can be used 

in the combat phase. The number of 

attacks a model can make is equal to 

the Attacks characteristic for the 

weapons it can use. 

PICKING TARGETS 

First, you must pick the target units for 

the attacks. In order to attack an enemy 

unit, an enemy model from that unit 

must be in range of the attacking 

weapon (i.e. within the maximum 

distance, in inches, of the Range listed 

for the weapon making the attack), and 

visible to the attacker (if unsure, stoop 

down and get a look from behind the 

attacking model to see if the target is 

visible). For the purpose of determining 

visibility, and attacking model can see 

through other models in its unit. 

MAKING ATTACKS 

Attacks can be made one at a time, or, 

in some cases, you can roll the dice for 

attacks together. The following attack 

sequence is used to make attacks one 

at a time: 

1. Hit Roll: Roll a dice. If the roll equals 

to or beats the attacking weapon’s To 

Hit characteristic, then it scores a hit 

and you must make a wound roll. If not, 

the attack fails. 

2. Wound Roll: Roll a dice. If the roll 

equals or beats the attacking weapon’s 

To Wound characteristic, then it causes 

damage and the opposing player must 

make a save roll. If not, the attack fails. 

3. Save Roll: The opposing player rolls a 

dice, modifying the roll b the attacking 

weapon’s Rend characteristic. For 

example, if a weapon has a -1 Rend 

characteristic, then 1 is subtracted from 

the save roll. If the result equals or 

beats the save characteristic of the 

models in the target unit, the wound is 

saved and the attack fails. If not, the 

attack is successful, and you must 

determine damage on the target unit. 

4. Determine Damage: Once all of the 

attacks made by a unit have been 

carried out, each successful attack 

inflicts a number of wounds equal to 

the Damage characteristic of the 

weapon. Most weapons have a Damage 

characteristic of 1, but some can inflict 

2 or more wounds, allowing them to 

cause grievous injuries to even the 

mightiest foe, or to cleave through 

more than one opponent with but a 

single blow! 

In order to make several attacks at 

once, all of the attacks must have the 

same To Hit, To Wound, Rend and 

Damage characteristics, and must be 

directed at the same enemy unit. If this 

is the case, make all of the hit rolls at 

the same time, then all of the wound 

rolls, and finally all of the save rolls; 

then add up the total number of 

wounds caused. 

INFLICTING DAMAGE 

After all of the attacks made by a unit 

have been carried out, the player 

commanding the target unit allocates 

any wounds that are inflicted to models 

from the unit as they see fit (the models 

do not have to be within range or 

visible to and attacking unit). When 

inflicting damage, if you allocate a 

wound to a model, you must keep on 

allocating a wound to that model until 

either it is slain, or no more wounds 

remain to be allocated. 

Once the number of wounds suffered 

by a model during the battle equals its 

Wounds characteristic, the model is 

slain. Remove the model from play.  

 

MORTAL WOUNDS 

Some attacks inflict mortal wounds. Do 

not make hit, wound or save rolls for a 

mortal wound – just allocate the 

wounds to models from the target unit 

as described above. 

COVER 

If the majority of models in a unit are 

within or on a terrain feature, you can 

add 1 to all save rolls for that unit to 

represent the cover they receive from 

the terrain. This modifier does not apply 

in the close combat phase if both units 

are within the same terrain feature. 

WIZARDS 

Some models are noted as being a 

wizard on their warscroll. You can use a 

wizard to cast spells in your hero phase, 

and can also use them to unbind spells 

in your opponent’s hero phase. The 

number of spells a wizard can attempt 

to cast or unbind each turn is detailed 

on its warscroll. 

CASTING SPELLS 

All wizards can use the spell described 

below, as well as any spells listed on 

their warscroll. A wizard can only 

attempt to cast each spell once per 

turn. 

To cast a spell, roll two dice. If the total 

is equal to or greater than the casting 

value of the spell, the spell is 

successfully cast. 

If a spell is cast, the opposing player can 

choose any one of their wizards that is 

within 18” of the caster, and attempt to 

unbind the spell before its effects are 

applied. To unbind a spell, roll two dice. 

If the roll beats the roll used to cast the 

spell, then the spell’s effects are 

negated. Only one attempt can be 

made to unbind a spell. 

Arcane Bolt: Casting value of 5. If 

successfully cast, pick an enemy unit 

within 18” of the caster and which is 

visible to them. The unit you pick 

suffers D3 mortal wounds. 


